YES. YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.

Visonic's PowerMaxComplete QuickFit Kit
One Box: So Many Opportunities to Grow Your Business

With PowerMaxComplete QuickFit Kit you can leverage the full power and advantages of the Internet to maximize your revenue in a short time. This premium kit packs everything you need inside one box: an advanced broadband-based control panel and the pre-enrolled wireless accessories required for a small home or office installation.

With this surprisingly economical kit, you can provide your customers a fast and highly reliable event alarm verification solution that can be installed in no time.
PowerMaxComplete QuickFit Kit The Business Builder

Saving you money every month

• Keep the full share of your revenue stream - Visonic does not charge any monthly service cost for using the IPMP platform.

• Image verification solution prevents unnecessary response services due to false alarms.

• Alarm time images can be forwarded to the homeowner’s email or mobile phone for immediate real-time verification

• The IPMP management platform increases efficiency and control over account and service management, billing and messaging.

• Expenses are reduced by using Internet communication rather than the costly PSTN, GSM/GPRS communication methods.

Closing more deals for you

• PowerMaxComplete QuickFit kit contains in one box everything needed to install a small home or office system.

• All accessories, including the camera, are factory pre-enrolled and ready to be installed. Kit contains:
  • Panel with PowerLink2 broadband module
  • 2x door/window transmitters
  • 1x wireless pet immune PIR
  • 2x proximity tags
  • 1x IP camera with IR illumination

• A plug & play solution with a built-in broadband communicator that connects into a free port on the home router.

• Solution "piggybacks" on existing home Internet infrastructure; no networking knowledge required.

Improving your services and offering

• Highly reliable broadband performance: images are transferred literally within seconds to central stations.

• Supports up to 12 Wi-Fi cameras from a wide range of manufacturers.

• Numerous market-leading Visonic devices and accessories can be added to broaden the solution – such as indoor and outdoor wireless sirens, CO, smoke and flood detection, keypads, remote controls and much more.

• Extensive surveillance: seeing the event and not just hearing it.

• Option to offer web services for homeowners to view the security system status and alarm time recorded video.

You Demand the Most for your Customers’ Needs. We Provide the Smart Solution!